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Abstract 
For the last several years, the NASA Short-term Prediction Research and 
Transition (SPoRT) project at has been working with the various algorithm working 
groups and science teams to demonstrate the utility of future operational sensors 
for GOES-R and the suite of instruments for the JPSS observing platforms.  For 
GOES-R, imagery and products have been developed from polar-orbiting sensors 
such as MODIS and geostationary observations from SEVIRI, simulated imagery, 
enhanced products derived from existing GOES satellites, and data from ground-
based observing systems to generate pseudo or proxy products for the ABI and 
GLM instruments.   The suite of products include GOES-POES basic and RGB 
hybrid imagery, total lightning flash products, quantitative precipitation estimates, 
and convective initiation products. SPoRT is using imagery and products from 
VIIRS, CrIS, ATMS, and OMPS to show the utility of data and products from their 
operational counterparts on JPSS.  The products include VIIRS imagery in swath 
form, the GOES-POES hybrid, a suite of RGB products including the air mass RGB 
using water vapor and ozone channels from CrIS, and several DNB products.    
Over a dozen SPoRT collaborative WFOs and several National Centers are 
involved in an intensive evaluation of the operational utility of these products. 
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